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Story

For several decades already the Reading Lion has helped millions of children as a trademark to the level of

reading proficiency in Germany. The manifold stories contained in each volume describe the different

aspects of a specific subject in a suitable manner and on the level of early readers. The exciting stories

motivate both boys and girls to read on. With this level of the Reading Ladder the children have achieved

the first level of true reading proficiency and have become competent readers. All titles feature full colour

illustrations.

Isabel Abedi

Isabel Abedi was born in 1967. After finishing school she spent a year in the US, working as an au pair girl

and as an intern for a film production in Los Angeles. After her return to Germany, Isabel Abedi trained as

an advertising copywriter. In the evenings she started writing stories for children and dreamed of being able

to live off her own writing one day. This dream has come true now: today Isabel Abedi is a passionate writer

of children's literature, writing for various publishing houses. With her series about the lovable Lola she has

written herself into the hearts of critics and readers alike.

Her books have been translated into several languages and have been decorated with awards. Isabel Abedi

lives in Hamburg, Germany.
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More titles in this series

Reading Lions - Girl Friend

Stories
Scary Stories Knight's Castle Stories

Reading Lions - Dragon Stories Reading Lions - Mammoth

Stories

Stone Age Stories
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Reading Lions - Knight Stories Reading Lion Monster Stories

(Relaunch)
Reading Lions - Cat Stories
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